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Time to KILL IT! 



A lot of people think they’re terrible at Englishsimply because they don’t have that 

natural‘English’ gift others have. Maybe you didn’t readas much when you were 

younger, or maybe youjust aren’t as into English as much as Mary overthere, who 

quotes Shakespeare when she talks toher English teacher (seriously, who does 

that?).



I was what you’d call an average English student.I didn’t write essays that scored 

aces, didn’tparticipate in class discussions (because I hadnothing to say), and 

overall, wasn’t particularly interested in the subject. I would’ve neverguessed that 

by the end of Year 12, I - the self-proclaimed Maths and Science student - 

wouldachieve a raw study score of 45 out of 50, placingme in the top 2% of the 

VCE cohort.



How did I do it?



I always struggled with English because it had no singular answer to questions like 

my Maths subjects. However, over time, and with many experimentations, I came to 

develop my own method for English. I realised that despite English being a 

humanities subject, one can still adopt a process so that a killer essay is created. In 

this book, I’ll share with you that secret recipe. 


Don’t get ahead of yourself though. I won’t be teaching you a rigid formula that 

commands you to write 20 quotes per body paragraph and to have exactly 5 

sentences in your conclusion so you can achieve A+ (which, just to set the record 

straight is not my  recommendation). I firmly believe that English exists in the 

equilibrium between analytical and creativity.

Start Here
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What this book will do is offer you the righttools to get you started. I will show you 

the innerworkings of my brain when I come across a newessay topic - what I think, 

how I think about it, and why I think about it in a certain way. By showingyou the 

why, I hope to guide you to take a stepin the right direction, and to be confident 

withyour skills so you can keep venturing beyond this book’s philosophy.



I strongly believe it’s important for all students tounderstand that a method (like 

THINK AND EXECUTEdiscussed in this book) is not the be all and endall. It took 

me a long time to develop this recipefor myself, and I’ll be continuously improving 

andrefining it continuously improving andrefining even after this book is written. 

This maybe a great starting point for you, or perhaps youhave your own method 

and will incorporate someof my techniques into your own, but ultimately 

it’sessential that you create something that worksfor you. Develop and refine your 

own method forsuccess, because everyone has unique recipesthat work for them.



Let’s kill it. 



- Lisa Tran 
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 a)

  b)

c) 

  d)

I’ve got a question for you. It’s multi-choice, so this shouldn’t be too hard!





Examiners are primarily looking for:


     Students who sound smart through use of excellent vocabulary.


    Sound articulation of ideas and issues explored in the book.


     Essay structure that fits TEEL so they can clearly track what you’re doing.


    Essay responses that sit on the fence.





Alright, what’s the right answer? 





This is tricky. You see, some of these answers are not necessarily wrong, but what 

I’m after is hinted through the keyword, ‘primarily’. The BEST answer is b. 


 


I’m willing to bet that at least half of the students guessing this answer will get it 

wrong. So, let me explain.





First, we need to reset your mindset. 





Essay writing, although commonly seen as the main component of an English 

subject, is only half of what you actually need to do. More importantly, it’s the 

second half. The first half is your brainstorm, exploration, and development of 

ideas.


The Golden Rules of 

THINK and EXECUTE
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Excellent essay writing is heavily dependent on idea exploration. Without strong 

idea exploration, don’t expect your essay to be a good one. You could write all the 

essays in the world, but if your idea foundation isn’t strong, then your essay isn’t 

going to deliver.





For this reason, the first half of this book will show you how to THINK (idea 

exploration). The second half will show you how to EXECUTE (essay writing). 





When you start to prioritise THINK, you give yourself the opportunity to write with 

more substance. Cut this time short, and you’ll most likely write a mediocre essay 

using the first few ideas that pop into your brain. Often, those first ideas are not 

necessarily the best because they tend to be the most obvious points (say goodbye 

to standing out against the twenty other people in your class), or they’re not fully 

fleshed out, meaning that you might miss out on discussing something truly 

insightful. 
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If you understand the importance of the hard work done (THINK) even before you 

pick up a pen (EXECUTE), let’s jump straight into a deeper understanding of Part 1: 

THINK.
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Here’s a quick overview:





A – Analyse 





This may sound obvious, but you need to read the directions and understand what 

the essay topic requires. Many students struggle to answer a prompt properly, and 

go on to write mediocre essays because they don’t take the time to figure out 

exactly what they’re expected to do. Instead, they go ahead with half-baked ideas 

conjured when skim-reading the essay topic - or worse, write an essay based on a 

topic they would’ve wanted, not what’s actually in front of them!





B – Brainstorm





Once you know exactly what’s expected of you, it’s time to write down ALL the 

ideas that come to mind, no matter how trivial they may seem. This practice 

ensures that you have all your budding thoughts on a piece of paper so you can 

properly flesh them out.

Everything begins at the essay topic. You have to understand the topic first in order 

to write a stellar essay. Let me introduce you to the ABCs:

Part 1 - THINK
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1.  Theme-based prompt


C – Create a plan





Plans tend to be underrated, but they are vital tools to ensure you answer the 

prompt well. Here, you’ll refine your ideas so only the most relevant and insightful 

points of discussion make their way into your essay. You won’t use ALL of the ideas 

you wrote down during the brainstorm stage. Moreover, having a plan in front of 

you will allow you to focus on the next important step – writing the essay itself - 

rather than writing and trying to recall ideas simultaneously. 






A for ANALYSE

Here I’ll teach you how to quickly identify the type of essay topic. Sussing out a 

topic starts by looking at the bigger picture, and then moving into the finer details 

like keywords later on. 



5 Types Of Essay Topics


There are many types of essay topics. Depending on the essay topic, you may need 

to respond with a different approach. I have grouped these different essay topics 

into 5 types:



      

      ‘Ambition in the play Macbeth leads to success.’ Discuss.


      ‘Gattaca presents a world destroyed by the pursuit of perfection.’ Do you agree?



THINK: With a theme-based prompt (perfection, ambition), your essay will 

understandably revolve around themes. Remember that themes are often 

interconnected – that is, your understanding of one theme is only possible through 

the exploration of other themes. 
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For example, the prompt for Macbeth centres around the theme of ambition. 

Ambition is strongly connected to power (he only has the ambition to kill because 

he wants power), and guilt (the consequences of his ruthless ambition).


Similarly, in the Gattaca prompt, perfection is the main theme. You could connect 

this to themese of utopia (since the ultimate goal of perfection is to achieve utopia), 

and human flaws (since humans are innately imperfect and any attempt to have a 

perfect world is futile). In the illustration below, you can see that I’ve added some 

more themes to the mix. This is to illustrate the connectivity of themes; it will be 

your decision which to discuss when you have limited essay-writing time.
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2.  Character-based prompt


All this means that your essay response cannot solely be about ‘ambition’ or 

‘perfection’. You’ll find that your response will be quite restrictive and you may run 

out of things to say. Instead, include discussion of other connected themes so you 

can offer a more sophisticated response.



     

     ‘Macbeth is a heroic character.’ Do you agree? (Macbeth) 


     ‘Frankenstein’s hubris is what punishes him.’ (Frankenstein)



THINK: Simply spot a character’s name and there you have it, it’s a character-based 

prompt. However, it’s important to recognise that your essay does not need to 

revolve around only the character(s) in the prompt. A better approach is to 

acknowledge that our understanding of a character is only possible through their 

interaction with other characters. See, characters (just like themes), don’t exist in 

solitary. Your understanding of a character is only heightened through other major 

or minor characters. For example, in The Hunger Games, the theme of love is shown 

through Katniss’ self-sacrifice to save her little sister, Prim. Had Prim not been in the 

story, then the author wouldn’t have been able to warrant Katniss’ anger and 

consequent desire to take down the Capitol. 
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Additionally, characters function to express an author’s ideas or themes. Ask 

yourself, what is the meaning behind this character’s story and decisions? How 

does this character express or relate to this theme?  By linking the characters to 

themes explored, you are able to expand your discussion to include important 

observations made by the author.


 3. How-based prompt
    

     ‘How is Macbeth’s guilty conscience illustrated throughout the play?’ (Macbeth)


     ‘How does Grenville showcase Rooke’s inner conflict in The Lieutenant?’ 



THINK: These prompts include, and often begin with, the word ‘How’. Unlike other 

prompts, the ‘How’ positions you to focus more on the author’s writing intentions. 

This can be achieved by discussing metalanguage – language that describes 

language (read my blog post about it here). Common metalanguage terms you 

may be familiar with include: characterisation, narrator perspective, symbols and

https://www.vcestudyguides.com/blog/what-is-metalanguage
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‘Discuss Shakespeare’s use of symbols throughout the play and how they 

represent certain themes.’ (Macbeth) 


 ‘Hitchcock’s use of film techniques offers an unnerving viewing experience’.  


 Discuss. (Rear Window)

 






THINK: This type of essay prompt is similar to ‘How’ essay prompts because you 

want to ensure adequate discussion about metalanguage. 





Just like how we have metalanguage in novels, we use film techniques in film. Film 

techniques enable the director to achieve added meaning to the storytelling 

through the use of cameras, lighting, music, costumes and more. Therefore, your 

essays need to have a strong exploration of film techniques or metalanguage 

adopted by the director/author and discuss how these techniques help them 


     4. Metalanguage - or Film-technique-based prompt


imagery. It’s a great idea to include discussion about metalanguage as a form of 

evidence to support your body arguments. 
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“Out, damned spot!” How does Shakespeare explore the burden of a guilty 

conscience in Macbeth? 


“…the colossal significance of that light had now vanished forever.” Gatsby is 

destroyed because reality overwhelms his ideals. (The Great Gatsby)

  5. Quote-based prompt





   

THINK: The best approach here is to directly discuss the quote in your essay. Avoid 

simply throwing the quote in the introduction or conclusion; instead, contextualise 

the quote. This means that you try to decipher when the quote was said and who 

said the quote. Then, try to understand the importance of the quote in the prompt – 

what themes and issues does it address?





Of course, we don’t always have the luxury of an open-book SAC or exam. In 

situations where you can only rely on your knowledge, try your best at 

contextualising the quote. Even if you don’t remember exactly when the quote was 

said (what happened before and after?) or who said the quote, if you can at least 

discuss its relevant themes and issues, you’ve started off on the right foot. 





I recommend discussing the quote in a body paragraph. It weaves seamlessly into 

your essay if you decide to use the quote as supporting evidence for an idea. This 

also shows your teacher or examiner that you’re giving the prompt enough 

consideration.

present certain ideas/themes/characters.
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Rated 5 stars across all students
*****


	•	Learn how to respond to ANY 
essay topic you'll ever get


	•	Examples from 15+ popular VCE 
English texts


	•	Know exactly what to THINK 
about so you can formulate the best 
possible essay response


	•	Plus 10+ high vs low scoring 
essays, fully annotated (what works 
and what doesn't) so you know 
exactly what you need to do
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Comes with a 30-day money back guarantee!

 Yohan



100% worth it, amazing book with amazing 
techniques and advice to produce and 

amazing essay. 

Truong



This teaches my essay structure better than 
my teachers ever did. Best studying material 

at this price. 
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